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Make Plans to Practice Livestock
Biosecurity at Your Fair

4-H Grows the Next Generation
submitted by Nikki Hersch, 4-H Program Coordinator

Michigan 4-H is growing current and
future leaders. The largest youth development organization in Michigan, 4-H
provides more than 200,000 young people with experiential learning opportunities to explore new interests and discover
their passion. In Shiawassee County, we
serve over 1,600 youth with the help of
170 volunteers and 60 4-H Community
Clubs, and many short-term programs.
“Learn by doing.” 4-H provides youth
with hands-on learning by following an
experimental learning model. Helping
them gain the life skills they need to succeed in the future, whether this is in
agriculture or a different field, they will be ready. Nate Scovill, a current 4-H
member in Busy Farmers Sheep 4-H Club, has taken his 4-H experience to a new
level and grown into a true leader. “My participation in 4-H began with raising
and showing sheep and pigs, but today I’m also very involved in the leadership
and mentorship side of 4-H,” said Scovill.
4-H is open to youth ages 5-19. In Shiawassee County, we have clubs that focus
on a variety of different 4-H projects from dairy cattle to sewing. Contact the
MSU Extension office for a list of current 4-H clubs and how to get started.
Upcoming 4-H Events:
April 19th: Market your 4-H Livestock Project
April 20th: Cloverbud Craft Night
May 13th: 4-H Day at DeVries Nature Conservancy
June 11th: Livestock Judging Workshop
June 24th-26th: 4-H Camp
For more information on any of these events, contact Nikki Hersch, 4-H Program Coordinator, at (989) 743-2257.

Tips and best practices for preparing and handling biosecurity at your fair.
Biosecurity and disease
prevention is one area of
continued emphasis in recent years, helping fairs to
mitigate risks for animals,
exhibitors and the public
while at the fair.
Why is there a biosecurity
concern?
• Animals come from
many different places.
• Potential for increased
animal stress at fairs.
• Often unknown health
and vaccination status of
animals.
Good biosecurity practices help keep all animals
healthy and exhibition
events successful. With
one in six new emerging
human diseases considered zoonotic, or diseases
humans and animals can
share, continual education at all levels helps
keep everyone healthy.
The three main populations of concerns for fair
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• Try to minimize animal
stress by ensuring animals
are healthy, have good
ventilation and access to
fresh, clean water.
• Disinfect the building
before moving animals
into the fair to start with
clean surfaces.
General public
• Encourage attendees
to properly wash their
hands regularly with soap
and water.
• Discourage eating or
drinking in the animal
barns.
• Consider limiting barn
access for parts of the
week to the public to keep
the animals and fairgoers
healthy. This can only be
accomplished with proper
signage.
Additional resources
can be found on the
Michigan State University Extension website for
Continued on Page 3
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boards include exhibitors,
animals and the public.
Below is a listing of three
strategies to be used to
reduce risk and have a
successful event for each
population group.
Exhibitors
• Encourage exhibitors
to properly wash their
hands regularly with soap
and water.
• Discourage eating or
drinking in the barns
as well as sleeping in
the barns.
• Keep exhibitors healthy
by ensuring they are staying hydrated, eating and
getting plenty of sleep. If
exhibitors are not feeling
well, encourage them to
seek medical attention.
Animals
• Identify a fair veterinarian to have in place
before the fair and have
a protocol in place for
sick animals.
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animal science content. Specifically, a new Swine Influenza webpage was created in 2016 to help keep everyone healthy. For more ideas on how to practice biosecurity and prevent diseases, consider utilizing Animal
Science Anywhere lessons to teach youth and adults.
Michigan State University Extension and the Michigan 4-H Youth Development program help to create
a community excited about STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics). 4-H STEM
programming seeks to increase science literacy,
introducing youth to the experiential learning process that helps them to build problem-solving, critical-thinking and decision-making skills. Youth who
participate in 4-H STEM content are better equipped
with critical life skills necessary for future success.
To learn more about the positive impact of Michigan
4-H youth in STEM literacy programs, read our 2015
Impact Report: “Building Science Literacy and Future
STEM Professionals.”
For more information, visit http://www.msue.msu.
edu. To have a digest of information delivered straight
to your email inbox, visit http://www.msue.msu.edu/
newsletters. To contact an expert in your area, visit
http://expert.msue.msu.edu, or call 888-MSUE4MI
(888-678-3464).

Did You Know?
Vegetables that Grow Well in Full Sun
Tomatoes, cucumbers, peas, beans, corn, squash,
and some peppers generally prefer full sun. Full sun
means at least six to eight hours of full sunlight every
day. Fruiting vegetables such as tomatoes need direct
sunlight to create fruit. Tomatoes are often considered
heavy-feeders, so they also need nutrient-rich compost
or fertilizers.
Vegetables that Grow Well in Partial Shade
Carrots, beets, lettuce, garlic, asparagus, Brussels
sprouts, cabbage, and kale are a few vegetables that are
shade tolerant. Three to six hours of sunlight are still
needed for these plants.

Baker Insurance Agency

Items to Avoid
when Composting
Composting is an eco-friendly activity that can
also save homeowners money on fertilizer and
pesticides. Organic material that can be added
to soil to help plants grow, compost reduces the
amount of waste that would otherwise end up in
landfills, reducing the amount of methane gas that
such landfills produce. But the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency notes that not everything can be
added to compost piles. The following are some
items homeowners should not add to their compost
piles or bins, courtesy of the EPA.
h Black walnut tree leaves or twigs: Leaves or
twigs from black walnut release substances that
might prove harmful to plants.
h Coal or charcoal ash: Coal or ash from charcoal, such as the ash that builds up in the bottom
of charcoal grills, may contain substances that are
harmful to plants.
h Dairy products: When added to compost piles,
dairy products, including butter, milk, sour cream,
yogurt and eggs, can be malodorous and may attract pests, including rodents and flies.
h Diseased or insect-ridden plants: The diseases
and insects that plague plants may survive being
transferred to compost piles. When the compost is
ultimately distributed, these diseases and insects
might then plague other plants.
h Fats, grease, lard, or oils: Fats, grease, lard or
oils also may attract rodents and flies, and that
might be due to the unpleasant odors such substances can produce when added to compost piles.
h Meat or fish bones and scraps: Like fats, grease,
lard or oils, scraps from meat and fish and fish
bones can smell unpleasant, potentially attracting
rodents and flies.
h Pet waste: Pet waste, including soiled cat litter,
may contain parasites, bacteria, germs, pathogens,
and viruses that can be harmful.
h Grass trimmings treated with chemical pesticides: Trimmings from grass that was treated with
chemical pesticides can negate the effects of composting by killing beneficial organisms produced
within compost piles or bins. GT174911
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Gardening Pointers for Novices

People have many reasons for growing gardens, and some of the most popular gardens are plots designated for cultivating herbs and vegetables. Fresh produce at the
ready is a great benefit of having a home garden, which also allows homeowners to
exercise full control over which products to use to grow robust, healthy vegetables.
Novice gardeners may not know where to begin when it comes to planting their first
vegetable garden, and such gardeners can benefit by starting small. You may want to
begin by growing plants in containers so they are more manageable and can be moved
as you discover which areas of your property provide the best growing conditions.
Begin with one or two types of vegetables. Tomatoes, cucumbers and certain
squash plants are popular starter plants, as they are relatively hardy. Select only a
few plants so you are not overwhelmed with the level of care required to maintain
your garden.
Some gardeners prefer to start plants from seeds, but this will require more time
and a greater commitment with regard to maintenance and planting. When just starting out, experiment with small plants that are established and already have a good
root system.
Consult with your local gardening center for more suggestions, such as which soil
amendments to use. Plants may require a certain soil pH that can be adjusted for
optimal plant growth. EL156274
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Pheasants Forever Youth Council
Celebrates 10 Years
submitted by Cheryl Riley

When you invest in a young person, you sow seeds for the future. That has never
been more evident than Pheasants Forever’s investment in the National Youth Leadership Council (NYLC) over the past 10 years. The council’s main purpose when
formed was to give young people a voice in conservation issues, and to involve them
more in the Pheasants Forever organization. The first group of 19 members came primarily from states that were in the pheasant range. Later, representatives were added
from quail country.
Members of the NYLC range in age from 13 to 18, and are tasked with being
spokespersons for hunting and conservation. They also serve as role models for
youth who enjoy the outdoors and activities like hunting, fishing, camping, and
shooting. They are sponsored by Pheasants Forever (PF) or Quail Forever (QF)
chapters and serve until they graduate from high school. During their tenures
they receive leadership training and are encouraged to put their training to use
in their local communities. They keep in regular touch through texting, social
media, and occasional conference calls.
Since 2006, the NYLC has helped develop more than 60 young people to be conservation leaders, to support the missions of PF and QF, and to encourage other youth
to enjoy the outdoors.
They have served as chapter officers, helped with
youth events, and worked
alongside adult volunOwned & Operated by Bob Ardelean
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magazine articles, started shooting teams, and hosted community youth habitat projects. One member won Field & Stream’s first youth Hero of Conservation award.
Graduates of the NYLC have gone to college, where some have started student
PF chapters. They have majored in natural resource and related fields, become
teachers, married, started careers and families, and joined the U.S. Army and Air
Force. They have served their communities, chapters, and country. In all they
have done, they have continued to care about conservation and give back. One
alum sends a check every year to the NYLC.
Rich Wissink, the PF/QF director of youth programs, who has been advisor for
the group since the beginning, admits he wasn’t sure at first what the group could
contribute, but has become a believer in empowering young people and letting them
take charge.
“The kids have taught Cheryl (Riley) and I so much,” Wissink says. “We have
learned to listen to their suggestions and let them lead. They are full of energy and
ideas, and they can relate to other kids better than we can. They care about wildlife and
conservation, and they want to help make a difference. After all, it’s their future.”
This year, NYLC members come from 13 different states across the country, from
Montana to Maryland to Florida, and much of the Midwest. They will all be working
on a project in their community, and they will be boning up on the important conservation measures of the 2018 Farm Bill, so they can represent their views. A group will
be visiting Washington D.C. in the spring to talk with congressional representatives.
They will be a force at Pheasant Fest and Quail Classic in the Youth Village showing
children and their families how to enjoy all the activities.
This year’s group of NYLC includes Aidan McMaster and Sawyer Palmer from
Michigan, Ella Kalusche, Travis Smith, and Jaelyn Nelson from Minnesota, Shelby Scott, Jacob Birkeland, and Seth Edelen from South Dakota, Kayla Jarago from
Montana, Emma Smith from Maryland, Jared Austin from Kansas, Sage Ihrke from
Illinois, Bailey Schrepfer from Arizona, Kyle Holden and Hunter Spenle from Wisconsin, Alex Winter from Iowa, and Wyatt Fornstrom from Wyoming.
Note: Local chapters of Pheasants Forever include Shiawassee County Chapter
#399. For more information, visit www.pf399.org. Genesee, Clinton, and Saginaw
each have individual chapters, too. Pheasants Forever is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization that is dedicated to conservation through habitat improvements, public
awareness, education and land management policies and programs.
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Deadline to Apply for the 2017 Michigan
Youth Livestock Scholarship is June 1
Source: Agriculture and Rural Development
Application details available at www.michigan.gov/mda-mylsf

their colonies become too large, flying ants will spread out in search of new territories
and to establish new queens. This mobility may also be coupled with an increasing
number of ants marching on the ground and scaling walls.
Although many species of ants are harmless, homeowners do not want to see ants
inside their homes - especially in large numbers. The following strategies can help
homeowners address ant infestations this spring.
u Identify the type of ant around your property. Consult with online guides or
books to identify the species of ant on your property. Knowing which species of ant is
in or around your home can help you address the problem more effectively.
u Create a food trap. Ants are attracted to various food sources, such as fats, sweets
and proteins. Mixing a very small amount of a food with boric acid can help control
ant populations. Ants will bring tainted food back to their colonies and perish.
u Keep a clean house.
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Lansing, MI - Since 2000, the Michigan Youth Livestock Scholarship Fund has
awarded more than $458,000 in scholarships and educational awards to outstanding
youth who have exhibited at the premier livestock events in the state of Michigan.
To be eligible for either the MYLSF general scholarship or the statewide scholarship,
the applicant must be a resident of Michigan and a graduating high school senior or a
high school graduate continuing their education at an accredited institution in the year
in which they are applying.
For the general MYLSF scholarship, the applicant must be a youth exhibitor at the
Michigan Livestock Expo, the Michigan Dairy Expo or the former Michigan State
Fair, for a minimum of three calendar years prior to the year of application. For the
The Independent
989-723-1118
statewide scholarship, an applicant
must be aNewsgroup
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at a local, county, or
statewide exhibition for a minimum of three years prior to the year of application.
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Specific proceeds from the
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Expo Sale-Abration
auction and
charitable donations help fund the scholarships. The fund is governed by a 10-member board comprised of volunteers
from Michigan’s agricultural community, with the
www.owossoindependent.com
corpus of the fund held at the Battle Creek Community Foundation. In 2016 approximately $14,000 was deposited in
the Michigan Education Saving Plans for youth exwww.owossoindependent.com
hibitors that compete in judging and showmanship events at the Michigan Livestock
Expo on the Michigan State University campus.
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weather in the spring often
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spring season is a popular
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may be a time when homeowners see ant “swarms”
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social creatures, and when
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Farm to Table Businesses
Booming

Consumers’ appetites for local foods are
growing, and restaurants have taken notice. Today, many local businesses, including farms and restaurants, have mutually
exclusive relationships that make it possible for local residents to enjoy nutritious,
locally produced meals.
According to the market research firm
Packaged Facts, local foods generated
$11.7 billion in sales in 2014 and will
climb to $20.2 billion by 2019. Farm-totable remains a growing trend that benefits
farmers, restaurateurs and consumers. This is evidenced by the rising number of farmers markets cropping up in neighborhoods all across the country, and the niche offerings by regional food purveyors. The U.S. Department of Agriculture says that, in the
last 20 years, the number of farmers markets has grown by more than 350 percent.
Many consumers are now choosing “local” for dining at home and when dining out,
and this is making a major impact on the nation’s food systems.
Foodies, along with industry experts, predict that the local foods movement is a
permanent and mainstream trend. In 2014, the National Restaurant Association found
the desire for local foods dominated its “Top Food Trends.”
The most in-demand foods include locally sourced meats and seafood, and locally sourced produce. Consumers also are interested in farm/estate-branded foods.
Some restaurants are even producing “hyper-local” food, or herbs and produce
Continued on Page 11
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THIS COUPLE started it all from
the first convoy to head south to subsequent ones to help out the ranchers
and farmers in southern states affected by the wildfires in March.
Matt and Jenna (Zdunic) Schaller
are farmers and they felt empathy
for the devastation incurred by the
deadly fires in the south. Matt works
for a farm in Lapeer, and Jenna is
a part of the Zdunic Farms here in
Shiawassee County. From one story
about another couple who lost their
lives trying to save their cattle, the
couple decided they just couldn’t sit
back and do nothing. Their something turned into more than they
ever could have imagined.
(Courtesy Photos)

“Just Want to Do
Something to Help”
by Elizabeth Wehman, editor

FARMERS headed out to help with the relief efforts for the southern state
wildfires are (from left) Robert Vorhies, Jeremy Lung, Matt Schaller, Stanley
Barby, Britt Hilton, Dace Green, Rob Vorhies, and Jack Fischer.

DEWEY’S TRADING POST

104 S. Maple Ave., Maple Rapids • 989-682-4158
Matt Schaller was browsing a social media site and came upon the story of a rancher
Monday-Saturday: 8am-7pm, Closed Sunday
and his girlfriend, from Texas who did their best to protect their ranch from wildfires
WIC • Bridge Card • Visa • MasterCard • Discover • American Express
close to Amarillo. Cody Crockett and his girlfriend, Sydney Wallace passed away
Debit Card & Chamber Bucks Gift Certificates
while trying to move cattle away from the wildfires soon to consume their ranch.
Crocket was a long-time rancher in McLean. He’d met his girlfriend, Wallace, because
Variety of Frozen Fish
Bulk Dry Goods
of a horseback injury. She was studying to become a nurse. A Pastor who knew the
Homemade Smoked Sausages
German Bologna
family said this about the young man, “He died protecting his family, the land, and his
way of life.”
Boneless & Breaded Pork
Schaller heard about the couple and not only was moved by the story, but also
USDA Choice Steak
Fresh, Frozen
commented, “I want to do something to help these ranchers.” Wildfires have raged
Fresh Ground Hamburger
Meat Bundles
throughout Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas these past few weeks and reports are claimDeli Meats & Cheese
ing that anywhere from 1.5 to 2.5 million acres have been consumed. Many of the
ranches affected were beef cattle ranches.
Meat Bundles consist of
Call us for specific bundle
Once Schaller began to investigate the news and about the wildfires, that ironically
contents. Please Order Meat Chicken, Beef, Pork, Hot Dogs
were not being reported on many news outlet sources, he sprung into action. He started
Bundles 24 Hour in Advance
35#, 40#, 45#, 50#, 55#
to get some semi-trucks together and began gathering up as much hay as he could find.
Soon other supplies started
to trickle in including milk
replacer (for calves), sweet
feed, fencing supplies,
wooden posts, and even
feed buckets. Burn care/
medical supplies were also
added. Soon more trucks
were needed.
On Friday, March 17,
with what began with just
(As Shown)
Radio
a thought to help, soon
Dispatched
turned into seven trucks
headed out of Durand and
Trucks
Concrete Supplies - Wire Mesh - Fiber Mesh - Farm Discounts
Perry, with Schaller at the
helm. Three more trucks
Open
headed out later. Soon
M-F 7am-5pm
Call
they learned their final
Sat. 8am-Noon
today!

2’x2’x6’ Concrete Blocks
Great for making storage bins & retainer walls.

Continued on Page 9

599 S. Gould, Owosso 989-723-1622
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“Just Want to Do
Something to Help”
Continued from Page 8

destination would be Meade, KS where 4-Hers were taking care of 90 calves orphaned or abandoned during the
fires. On the way, Schaller and his trucks stopped at a local Tractor Supply store to pick up more supplies. Many
of the truck driver’s reached into their pockets and gave
back to Schaller their donated gas money to purchase
more supplies at the store which totaled $4,600. The
Tractor Supply employees heard about the donations
enroute, saw the truckers giving up their gas money, and
decided to all pitch in to help as well. They used their
employee discount to purchase nearly $200 in more supplies for the convoy.
From the farming store, the convoy headed out again
for their destination. Once arriving in Meade, they began unloading their trucks to thankful young kids. “They
were just all so grateful,” Schaller added. A video of the
arrival of the trucks can be found on the Michigan Convoy social media page. A page which started with around
250 friends and now has exceeded to 5,500 viewers.
Soon farmers from all over the state of Michigan began
watching the video, and following the journeys of the
Michigan Convoy. Schaller calls the site now, “Our little
beast,” because more and more donations, more and
more farmers, saw his story and the efforts of the first
Michigan Convoy trip and began organizing, donating,
and arranging their own trips.
From Kansas the convoy moved on to a big ranch in
Gate, OK where 45,000 acres were burned of a sevengeneration family of farmers. “They lost everything,

REPORTS came in almost daily from those
THE MICHIGAN CONVOY group enjoyed
on the route to the southern states, stating they had their trips through some of the great places of the
seen loads and loads of trucks with hay. Most had Midwest including this run through the big city of
American flags pinned to the back or rear of their St. Louis, Missouri.
loads, such as these. Soon it turned into a familiar
sight for those on the roads to see the Michigan convoys headed south.

THIS IS THE LINEUP of trucks headed south
on their second convoy to help farmers in southern states. Their trip began on Friday, March 31.
Many of the drivers not only donated their time in
the efforts to help, but also many gave up even their
Continued on Page 16 gas donations to purchase more supplies once they
were able to see the desperation and struggle of the
ranchers in Missouri.

MATT SCHALLER is shown with one of the
ranchers his group was able to help. His name is
John who had lost almost all of his grass to the fire.
Schaller said, “I’ve never had such a strong and
meaningful handshake.
(Courtesy Photos)

Corunna Mills
www.SteinerTractor.com
1-800-234-3280
1660 South M-13
Lennon, Michigan 48449

417 S. Shiawassee St.
Corunna, MI 48817
Phone 989-743-3110
Fax 989-743-6204

Family Owned and Operated
Locally Grown Feeds

Hours: M-F 9am-5pm Sat. 9am-1pm
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How to Sneak Fruits and
Vegetables into Any Recipe

Fruits and vegetables
are the building blocks of
a healthy diet. But many
people do not eat the recommended number of
servings of produce. That’s
especially true among
growing children, who can
benefit greatly from the vitamins and nutrients fruits
and vegetables provide.
According to the latest data
from the NPD Group, a market research
firm, Americans eat a little more than
half a cup of fruit and a cup of vegetables
per day. This is less than half of what the
government recommends. The data is
similar in Canada, where researchers at
Concordia University found that Canadian adults ages 30 to 60, especially those
from lower socioeconomic backgrounds,
aren’t consuming the daily recommended
levels of fruits and vegetables.
Anyone who eats roughly 2,000 calories per day should strive to consume
between two to three cups of vegetables
and two cups of fruit per day. Produce
helps to fight disease because it contains
healthy antioxidants, fiber, minerals and
vitamins. Eating four cups per day may
seem difficult, but there are many ways
to incorporate fruits and vegetables into
everyday recipes.
H Substitute pureed fruit, like figs, pears
and apples, for oil in recipes for cakes
and cookies. This will ensure the baked
goods are moist but with a lot less fat.
H Add fresh berries or raisins to breakfast cereals and oatmeal.
H Add cauliflower or squash to boiled
potatoes before mashing them to increase the nutritional punch and flavor of
mashed potatoes.
H Blend fruits and vegetables to create
smoothies for breakfast or on the go.
H Bake hearty muffins or breads with
sweet potato or carrots in the batter.
H Mix stewed tomatoes in with your
broth soup base to make a vegetable or
chicken soup even more nutritious.

H Opt for vegetables piled
high atop a slice of pizza
in lieu of meats or extra
cheese.
H Divide your dinner plate
into quadrants, filling half
of the plate with vegetables, one quarter with meat
and the remainder with a
whole grain.
H Replace lettuce on a
sandwich or burger with
a fresh leaf of spinach. While you’re
dressing your sandwich, add a slice of
tomato, too.
H Substitute fresh vegetables and fruit
slices for chips when serving dips
and salsas. Kale chips are growing in
popularity.
H Give children a cup of sliced grapes
with their lunches as a refreshing and
healthy snack.
H Shred vegetables into a hearty “slaw”
and top it with a vinaigrette or a typical
mayonnaise-based dressing.
H Blend other vegetables into your
pasta sauce.
H Use vegetables instead of pasta in traditional dishes. Layer eggplant slices to
make lasagna. Or use a spiral slicer to
slice zucchini or carrots when making
homemade noodles.
H Fruit salad is often a refreshing
snack or dessert. Having fruit already
diced in a large bowl makes it more
convenient to eat and possibly more
enticing to children.
H Make a vegetable roll-up, filling pizza dough with broccoli or spinach and
shredded cheese.
H Mix together an avocado, 1/4 cup
of cocoa powder and 1/4 cup honey to
create a healthy alternative to chocolate pudding.
H Use pureed vegetables to thicken cheese sauce for macaroni and
cheese recipes.
H Shred vegetables and add them to beaten eggs for omelets or scrambles. LS148384

989-723-1118

989-723-1118

4-Day Pass
$20

August
17 , 18th, 19th & 20th
th

Michigan’s Largest Gas Tractor Show

FOR MORE INFO: MMOGTA.ORG
Featuring: National Gathering of the Orange Allis Chalmers Show
Corner of Brennan and Ferden Roads, Oakley. Gate opens at 7am.
Donation: Adults: $10, 13-18: $5, under 12: free. Seniors $5 on Thursday

Live Harvesting & Tilling Demo • Continuous Action • Veneer Mill • Tractor Raffle on Sunday • Bingo
Blacksmith Shop • Steam Engines • Sawmill w/80 HP Fairbanks upright • Tractor Pulls • Good Security
Flea Markets • Arts & Crafts • Specialty Crop Exhibits • Camping Available
No ATV’s except handicpped accessibility. No pets allowed on grounds. Information: Jody 517-625-3263. Flea Market: Brad Lab 989-723-5546

Residential & Commercial

Public Welcome!

989-743-3467

Specialized Services:
Custom Cutting • Rolling
Bending • Shearing
Burning • Hole Punching
Metal Shop Services
Portable Welding
Farm Repairs • Fabrication
Laser Burning

229 Sleeseman Dr.

CORUNNA
M-F 8am-5pm

sales@slandh.com

Serving
Mid-Michigan
Since 1942

John Burnham
517-331-1968
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is marketed less than 400 miles from its origin. However,
Farm to Table
a few states have established more stringent rules that inBusinesses Booming
dicate “local” constitutes food produced within the borContinued from Page 7
ders of a state or within a small perimeter of the state.
The growing preference for locally produced foods is
grown right on the property.
great
news for the farmers and small food producers that
As the demand for local foods has evolved, so has the
have
long
fought for footing among the mega-importers.
term “local foods.” “Local” can be a wide-ranging term
According
to the trade publication “Produce Business,”
that refers to foods produced in a particular town, state or
even
though
“local” does not place limits on the size of
even region. The 2008 Farm Act defines a “locally or rethe
farm,
the
growing desire among consumers to go
gionally produced agricultural food product” as one that
local is benefitting many
small and midsized farms,
as consumers are increas5 Miles
ingly buying foods grown
West
closer to where they live.
NEW-USED-REBUILT
In addition to meats,
Tractor Parts & Repair
fruits and vegetables,
Tractor Engine Rebuilding
consumers can find many
locally made items that
6990 W. M21, Owosso
expand the potential for
1-888-530-4554
farm-to-table. These in989-729-6567
clude, but are not limowossotractorparts.com
ited to, artisanal cheeses,
facebook.com/owossotractor
wines, beer, baked goods,
milk and other dairy, and
honey.
Local, sustainable foods
are in demand, helping not
only local restaurants and

OWOSSO TRACTOR PARTS

merchants, but also the small and medium farms that
service these establishments. TF174945

Michigan Potato Growers
Approve Continuation
Referendum
Source: Agriculture and Rural Development

LANSING - Michigan Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development Director Jamie Clover Adams announced that the state’s potato growers have
approved a referendum to continue the Michigan Potato Industry Commission.
The Michigan Potato Industry Commission was
designed to promote the potato industry through research, promotion, advertising, and market development and expansion. By law, the program must be
renewed every five years.
The Commission will continue for an additional
five years beginning July 1, 2017 and ending June
30, 2022. The current assessment rate is established
annually by the Commission and is not to exceed 51/2 cents per hundredweight for the grower and 1-1/2
cents per hundredweight for the first handler.
A total of 19 valid ballots were cast in the referendum. Of those, 17 producers voted yes

Residential/Commercial/Pumps
FREE Estimates/Insured

BUDWEISER
Brewed the HARD WAY
#BREWEDTHEHARDWAY

Continued on Page 12

• Cleanest Installation
• Superior Quality Service/Repairs
• Landscape Lighting

989-413-4431

www.hgirrigation.net
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What Will Climate Change Mean to
My Alfalfa Stands This Year?

Secondly, alfalfa tolerance to ice sheeting is partially dependent on
whether plants are dormant. Alfalfa plants that have bud break will
be more susceptible to suffocation in the event excess water and ice
Record warmth in February 2017 may pose risks.
form in the field if cold temperatures return following excessive rain
or snow melt. According to Cassida, “alfalfa plants that have not broEvery winter alken dormancy will be slightly more tolerant to ice sheeting.”
falfa producers are
During the winter months when alfalfa is dormant, the living plants
concerned about the
will continue to respire. Plants die under ice sheets because respiration
weather. The extremes
continues in the roots, using up available oxygen that cannot be replaced
we have seen in recent
under the ice. If plants are actively growing, root respiration will be inyears with too much
creased using more oxygen and the chance of suffocation increases.
snow, not enough
The third potential problem is the possibility of increased alfalfa
snow, too wet, too dry,
weevil damage. The warmer temperatures will stimulate the overand now too warm can
wintering adult weevils to lay eggs earlier resulting in the first larvae
give farmers heartburn
hatch possibly being out of sync with available bio-controls. (The
when they think about
normal growing degree accumulation starts March 1 every year with
their perennial forage
a base of 48 degrees Fahrenheit.) To monitor the accumulation of
crops. Kim Cassida,
growing degree units for alfalfa weevil development, go to the MSU
MSU forage special(Courtesy Photo) ist, has reported, “The Enviro-weather Alfalfa Weevil Development model.
While the mild winter poses significant risks, there are some comrecord warm temperamon sense things that producers can do to mitigate some challenges.
tures we are having pose a risk that alfalfa will break dormancy much
The first line of defense is to always scout your fields for possible
earlier than usual, although we have not confirmed it yet.”
problems. Before growers can address a problem, they need to know
Michigan State University Extension personnel remind growers to
what they are facing.
consider several things for the 2017 alfalfa crop. First, when plants
The second defense is to keep fertility levels up to sufficient levels,
break dormancy very early in the year, there is significant risk of frost
We’reparticularly
About Community!
potassium. This is critical for winter hardiness. While there
or freeze damage to the developing buds and shoots. Whenever freezis
no advantage
to fertilizing early this spring to prevent problems,
The
Independent
Newsgroup
ing temperatures kill buds or small shoots, the plant carbohydrate refields
that
had
adequate
fertility last fall are likely to show less winter
serves are depleted because new buds and shoots need to be formed. • • • 989-723-1118 • • •
injury Independent
to alfalfa.Newsgroup
Therefore, growers are encouraged to have adequate
Facebook:
New alfalfa growth can be killed when temperatures fall below 25- www.owossoindependent.com
levels of nutrients by fertilizing in late summer or early fall.
27 degrees Fahrenheit for several hours. If the cold period is long
Lastly, growers should consider letting stressed or winter-damaged
and cold enough to damage all leaves on a shoot, the shoot will not
alfalfa reach 1/10th bloom at least once during the growing season to
recover. In 2012, many areas of Michigan experienced a late freeze
allow complete recharging of root carbohydrate levels.
that destroyed shoots, resulting in inconsistent yields and quality
for About Community!
We’re
For more information, contact
PhilAbout
Kaatz
via email or at
We’re
Community!
first cutting.
The Independent
Newsgroup
(810) 667-0341.
The Independent Newsgroup

Auto & Pet

Newsgroup
WASHThe• Independent
• • 989-723-1118 • • •

Enjoy Your
Newspaper!

989-723-1118

Credit, Cash or Coin
Facebook: Independent Newsgroup
www.owossoindependent.com

989.721.9189
625 Main Stre
Weggyswash.com
517.625.4524
Perry,
Michigan
488
weggysauto•petwash

We’re About Community!

The Independent Newsgroup

• • • 989-723-1118 • • •

SLOAN’S SEPTIC TANK SERVICE

We’re About Community!

$XFWLRQHHUV$SSUDLVHUV
The Independent
®
Newsgroup
REALTORS

Did You The Independent Newsgroup
• • • 989-723-1118 • • •
Know?
It is recommended
that you clean
your septic tank
every 2-3 years
for a family of four.

6453 N. Williamston Rd., Perry • 517-655-1632
Family Owned & Operated Over 60 Years

We’re About Community!

• • • 989-723-1118 • • •

Sit, Relax and
Enjoy Your
Newspaper!

)DUP0DFKLQHU\x5HDO(VWDWH
(VWDWHVx/LYHVWRFN 989-723-1118
out
%XVLQHVV/LTXLGDWLRQ
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The Independent
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Sloan Septic

(89.5 percent) representing 9,471,678 hundredweight of potatoes (88.2
percent of the production volume represented)
and 2 producers voted no
(10.5 percent) representing 1,266,900 hundredweight (11.8 percent).
For renewal of the program and its activities,
more than 50 percent of
the voting producers, representing more than 50
percent of hundredweight
produced by those voting,
must have approved it.

At the Forefront of Michigan
Ag Marketing
Sit, Relax and

We’re About Community!

625 MAIN ST., PERRY (M-52)

Continued from Page 11

• • • 989-723-1118 • • •
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Weggy’s

• • • 989-723-1118 • • •

Commercial
Space Available
For Rent

Michigan
Potato
Growers
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(517) 676-9800

www.sheridanauctionservice.com
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Commercial Fleet Program

Get the Facts on Rabies

The World Health Organizaparalysis of the nerves that control
tion (WHO) says rabies causes
the head and throat.
BUILD YOUR
thousands of deaths every year,
How is rabies contracted?
despite readily available tools to
Rabies is a virus that is spread
manage the disease.
through contact with saliva from
Save up to 20% with the Husqvarna
Humans and animals can get raan infected animal. This occurs
Commercial Fleet Program.
Ask your dealer for details.
bies any time of year, though huwhen an infected animal bites anmans and household pets may be
other animal or person, but it also
at greater risk in warm weather
can be contracted if that animal
because that’s when they tend to
licks a scratch or open wound. Bespend the most time outdoors. Children who spend time ing bitten or licked may not immediately cause rabies
*Only available for qualified applicants
outside playing may be especially susceptible because symptoms, however. WHO says thorough cleansing and
for a limited time. Visit your Husqvarna
they may not recognize rabies warning signs in animals immunization within a few hours after contact with a
dealer
for
complete
details.
for up to 48mos.*
afflicted with the disease.
suspected rabid animal can prevent the onset of the disRabies might not be as rampant in North Ameri- ease. Once symptoms appear, such as fever and pain,
ca as it is in other areas of the world, but it still is a rabies can be fatal.
dangerous threat.
Which animals get rabies?
What is rabies?
Rabies only affects mammals naturally. These can inConsidered a zoonotic disease, rabies is transmitted clude dogs, cats, cows, horses, foxes, and skunks. Many
from animals to humans and vice versa. With the ex- people attribute rabies to raccoons. The CDC has indi(989) 288-4600
ception of Antarctica, rabies is present on all continents. cated that raccoons are the most common wild animal
8800 E. Lansing Rd., Durand • Next to McDonald’s
In the United States, rabies has been reported in every with rabies. In the United States alone, about 93 of every
Mid-Michigan’s Oldest Husqvarna Dealer state except Hawaii. The WHO reports that most cases 100 reported cases of rabies are in wild animals.
of rabies in humans occur in rural areas where effective Rabies prevention
treatments
areAdvertisers
not readily accessible. The
for
Vaccinations can protect domestic pets against rabies.
OurCenters
Advertisers
Our Advertisers Bring This Issue of
Our
Disease
Control
and
Prevention
says
half
of
the
people
In
The Independent To You!
Bring This Issue Offact, rabies shots are required by law in many areas.
Bring This Issue Of
who die from rabies are under the age of 15.
People should steer clear of wild animals to avoid
The Independent
The Independent
Rabies was named for the Latin word “to rage.” That’s rabies. Never walk up to a wild animal and be careful
To someYou! of pets that are unfamiliar. Animals afflicted with rabies
Our Advertisers Bring This Issue Of
To that
You!
because animals
are affected by rabies can
The Independent To You!
times act as if they’re angry. Pets may act strangely may exhibit peculiar behavior or act out of characters
and become
Ourunapproachable.
Advertisers Rabies attacks the brain (i.e. nocturnal animals roaming during the day). Anyone
Our Advertisers Bring This Issue Of
and spinal
cord.
As the
disease
Bring
This
Issue
Of progresses, animals can who suspects a sick animal should promptly call the loThe Independent To You!
develop The
hypersensitivity
to light and sound, as well as, cal animal control center and have an officer come and
Independent
check it out.
To You!
Treated food is sometimes used to prevent the spread
of rabies among wild animals. The animals eat the mediOur Advertisers Bring This Issue of The Independent To You!
cated food, which immunizes them.
For more information on rabies prevention in pets,
contact your veterinarian. HW166137

BUSINESS

& SAVE 20%

Our Advertisers Bring This Issue of The Independent To You!

• State-of-the-Art AGPS
Controlled Installation
• 3” - 15” Single Wall Pipe
• Ditch Digging & Cleaning
• Land Clearing/Tree Removal
• Basements • Ponds

200 W. Exchange St.
Owosso, MI 48867
989-725-7134

FREE
TES
ESTIMA

9701 Peet Rd., Chesaning

989-743-0033
beldygafarmtile.com

SYMONS TRACTOR
& EQUIPMENT
In Business Since 1952

409 Symons Rd., Gaines

989-271-8445
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How to Keep Animals Out of Your Garden

Many gardeners understand the frustration that stems from seeing a garden
destroyed by wildlife. While protecting wildlife is a cause that’s near and dear
to many gardening enthusiasts, even the most ardent wildlife supporter does not
want to see his or her garden trampled, eaten or adversely affected by animals.
Safeguarding gardens from local wildlife can require some trial and error. Animals may find ways to circumvent gardeners’ initial efforts to protect their gardens, but the following methods might just do the trick the first time around.
• Erect physical barriers around gardens. Barriers may not be gardeners’
first choices, as some people feel barriers such as wire cages or mesh coverings make it more difficult to tend to gardens and rob gardens of some of their
aesthetic appeal. But coverings and wire cages can effectively prevent wildlife
from trampling or eating plants while still allowing the gardens to get adequate
sunlight. Make sure barriers extend to the ground so animals cannot access gardens by entering beneath the barricades.
• Fight intruders with odor. Stray cats may mistake gardens for litter boxes
and enter them to relieve themselves. Preventing such intrusions can be as simple as placing items around the garden to reduce the likelihood that gardens will
be mistaken for litter boxes. Peels from oranges and lemons or coffee grounds
can be placed in the garden and can emit odors strong enough to deter cats.
• Install motion detecting lights around gardens. Motion detection
HOFFERBERT SALES, INC.
technology might be
Your Local
enough to deter nocturnal
wildlife from trampling
or eating gardens. Animals might be spooked
Dealer
and run away when
lights suddenly turn on.
989-862-5300
A similar approach can
200 N. Maple St.
be taken using noise inBannister
stead of lights. Gardeners who hope to avoid
erecting barriers around
their gardens can put up
posts instead, attaching
aluminum cans or wind
chimes to the posts that
will make noise when
animals come near.
Much like light, noise
can be enough to deter
animals.
• Consider raised garden beds. When small
critters, such as moles,
are the main problem,
then raised garden beds
with wood or plastic bottoms and sides can be
enough to safeguard gardens. Raised garden beds
might not be accessible
to small critters, though
such beds likely won’t

deter larger animals from getting into gardens that are not barricaded.
• Erect fencing around the yard. Though fencing is expensive, fencing in a
backyard or side yard where gardens are located can deter wildlife big and small
from trampling or eating gardens.
Wildlife is worth protecting, but gardeners must also take steps to protect their
gardens from animals looking for something to eat. GT174915
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Michigan Soybeans Around the World

Since 1893

MR. HAIL IS COMING
There’s one thing we know.

It’s senseless to lose what you
have worked to grow.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL

989-868-4722 • 1-800-345-SAHR
Check out our web page

www.sahrcropinsurance.com

Email: sahrcrop@sahrcropinsurance.com

Crop Insurance Specialists. Service is done on your farm.

Ask for Agents Michael, Ron, Sandy, Dan, Bee,
Bernie, Aaron, Dave, Gary, Duane, Amy and John.

The Independent Newsgroup 989-723-1118

SAHR CROP INSURANCE
AGENCY
The Independent Newsgroup 989-723-1118
9839 Saginaw St., Reese, MI

www.owossoindependent.com
www.owossoindependent.com
We’re About Community!
The Independent Newsgroup
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BR0THERS

On December 13, the power of U.S. soy melted the great divide between the
University of Michigan (U of M) and Michigan State University (MSU). On that
day, Paul Burke, Regional Director of the North Asia Region of the U.S. Soybean
Export Council, a 1982 MSU graduate, and a former resident of Owosso, was
honored to participate in the presentation of the first U.S. Soy Ambassador Award
in Japan. The recipient of the first U.S. Soy Ambassador Award in Japan was
Shigeru Ueda, the CEO of Satonoyuki Shokuhin. Mr. Ueda received his Master of
Business Administration (MBA) from the U of M in 1990.
The U.S. Soy Ambassador program recognizes a tofu producer who wins the
Japanese national tofu industry competition using 100 percent USA soybeans.
Satonoyuki Shokuhin was founded by Mr. Ueda’s father in 1961 and now consists of six separate companies that focus on not only tofu production and distribution, but also production
equipment
and technology.
Mr. Ueda989-723-111
joined his father’s
Independent
Classifi
eds Work!
firm in 1987 and became CEO in 1997.
Satonoyuki Shokuhin is a large scale tofu processor that produces tofu for sales
into the food service
industry andClassifi
private labels
form many
national retail
Independent
edstofu
Work!
989-723-111
chains. Thirty percent of the soybeans used by Satonoyuki Shokuhin to produce
tofu originate from the Michigan Thumb region. Satonoyuki Shokuhin began using Michigan soybeans in 2007 and now uses the equivalent of one container of
Stayevery
Informed!
Read
Your
Independe
Michigan soybeans
three days. According
Ueda,
he appreciates
the consistently high quality soybeans produced in Michigan.
The 2017 U.S. Soy Ambassador, Mr. Ueda traveled to Tokyo and met with U.S.
embassy officials,
U.S. Ambassador
to deliver
Stayrepresenting
Informed!
Read Caroline
YourKennedy,
Independe
Continued on Page 16
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Managing Director – Investments
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Lowboy Transport
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201 N.Washington Street • Owosso, MI
(989) 725-8131
Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by Wells
Fargo Clearing Services, LLC, Member SIPC.
© 2017 Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC. All rights
reserved. CAR-0317-01109.
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Michigan Soybeans
Continued from Page 15

MATT SCHALLER’S WIFE, JENNA, is shown
interacting with a calf at a ranch the Michigan Convoy was able to help. Many of these calves were
not only abandoned by mother cows unable to feed
TAKING A BREAK from their Michigan Convoy
them, but most lost their familiar scent due to smoke
journey
are these generous, helpful farmers (from
and many cows rejected them because of this. The
left)
Mitchell
Whitaker, Jon Stewart, Susan Stewshipments of milk replacement were particularly
art, and Nathan Stump.
helpful to animals such as this baby calf.
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but 4,000 acres,” added Schaller. Not only did they help this rancher, but the convoy
left $10,000 to $15,000 worth of additional supplies and the Oklahoma family guaranteed to transport it to additional farms in Texas.
®
Watch
for updates
On Sunday, March 26, two more
convoys
left Perry with fortyOur
plusFacebook
trucks involved
on Facebook
in transporting more hay and farming
supplies.® They have arrived
in
Ashland,
KS
Page is a
The Independent
and Freedom, OK that week and have
delivered their supplies to
many
of
the
farmers
direct connection
there. Some trucks have come fromNewsgroup
as far away as Gaylord to
and
northern Michigan.
community
news,
highlighting
our and
Another convoy left again on Thursday, April 11. More trips are
being planned
weekly newspaper
some aren’t even being reported.
Schaller has done his best, with the help of his wife Jenna, to publications!
keep up with all the
posts and donations on the social media site, but now it has gotten so big he’s overThe Independent
whelmed by the interest. The fires ravaged so many acres of farmland
in the south that
Newsgroup
they are comparing it to as much as the 2.3 acres of corn farmed every summer in the
state of Michigan. Many of the ranchers lost not only their cattle, but many lost their
Friend
Us
homes, farm equipment, and barns. One
particular
family watched as the fire headed
on Facebook®
south of their farm, but instantly, the wind changed and they say a wall, 30 miles long,
The Independent
headed straight for their farm. Nothing could stop it. Nothing could be saved.
Newsgroup
Confirmation came at the end of March that the fires are now contained, but thanks
for Michigan farmers like Schaller, perhaps rebuilding has begun.
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• AgroLiquid Fertilizer
• Soil Sampling

• Enduraplas Tanks
& Nurse Trailers

• Custom Application

• Gypsoil Brand Gypsum

• Stine Seed

• Dairyland Seed

• 360 Yield Center

• America’s Best Alfalfa
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